Grades 1-3: Wild About Wildlife!
Explore Michigan wildlife that fly, hop, slither, and scamper. Where do they live? Why are they so hard to find? Whoooooo’s there???
Meets at Nara.

Grades 4-6: Microscopic Investigations
Use iPad microscopes to investigate tree bark, leaves, insects, flowers and other fascinating outdoor treasures, and make your own movies!

Grades 1-3: Science Explorations
Design parachutes, make silly putty, explore density & liquids, friction & ramps, vibrations & sound, find out what’s a chemical reaction?!

Grades 4-6: Nature at Nara
Explore the outdoors as you investigate streams, wetlands, woods and the critters and plants that live there.
Meets at Nara.

Late Summer Camp: M-W, August 29 - 31, 9 am to 4 pm
Grades 1-6: Geology & Outdoor Explorations at Nara Nature Center